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I. INTRODUCTION 
In an attempt to generalize the classical NoetherLefschetz theorem for sur- 
faces of degree d > 4 in P3, Griffiths and Harris [G-H] raised a number of 
questions concerning the behaviour of curves on very general threefolds X of 
degree d > 6 in P”. One of these questions is whether the image of the Abel 
Jacobi map @X : Z,‘,,(X) --j J’(X) is zero. Green [G2] and Voisin [Vl] par- 
tially solved this problem by showing that the image of @x is contained in the 
torsion points of J’(X). They proved a similar statement for odd-dimensional 
hypersurfdces in projective space. Nori [N] obtained a remarkable general- 
ization of this result. In his situation one considers smooth complete intersec- 
tions of sufficiently ample divisors in a smooth projective variety Y. Since it has 
turned out to be quite difficult to obtain effective bounds for the degrees ap- 
pearing in Nori’s theorem, it remains of interest to give explicit degree bounds 
in several special cases. 
In this note we extend the results of Green and Voisin to odd-dimensional 
smooth complete intersections in projective space (Theorem 4.1). In all but one 
of the exceptional cases it is known that the image of the Abel-Jacobi map is 
indeed non-torsion for a very general member of the family of complete inter- 
sections under consideration. The remaining exceptional case will be dealt with 
later. 
The main technical difficulty is to find an efficient algebraic description of the 
variable cohomology of complete intersections, analogous to the Jacobi ring 
description in the case of projective hypersurfaces. This problem was recently 
solved through the work of Terasoma [Tel, Konno [Ko], Libgober-Teitelbaum 
[L], [L-T] and Dimca [Di2]. The starting point is the following observation, 
which is due to Terasoma: if X = V(fs, . ,fr) IS a smooth complete intersec- 
tion of multidegree (do,. . . , d,) in P” with do = . . . = d, = d, the variable 
cohomology of X is isomorphic (up to a shift in the Hodge filtration) to the 
variable cohomoiogy of the hypersurface Y = V(F) c P' x P" of type (1, d) 
defined by 
F(x, Y) = Yofo(X) + . . . + Yrf,(X). 
Konno extended this approach to the case of arbitrary multidegree by viewing 
(fo, . . . ,fr) as a section of the vector bundle E = @(do) CD . . . CB op(d,). The 
product of projective spaces is now replaced by the projective bundle P(E) and 
Y is replaced by the zero locus of the associated section of the tautological line 
bundle <E on P(E). The variable cohomology is then described via the pseudo- 
Jacobi ring introduced by Green [Gl]. Libgober obtained a more explicit de- 
scription of the variable cohomology via residues of differential forms defined 
on P”, in the spirit of Griffith? paper [Gr]. He observes that the variable co- 
homology is related to a quotient of the ring S = C[XO, . . . ,x,,, yo, . . . , yr], where 
S carries a suitable bigrading. 
These different approaches are elegantly tied together in the recent work of 
Dimca. He observes that p(E), being a smooth compact toric variety, can be 
constructed as a geometric quotient. This explains the bigrading on S and 
shows that P(E) behaves like the ordinary projective space in many ways. 
Given this, Terasoma’s original approach goes through with only minor mod- 
ifications. 
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, Dimca’s methods are used to 
give a description of the variable cohomology using the Jacobi ring of Y in 
P(E). Next we discuss the so-called Symmetrizer lemma in Section 3, using 
which we prove our main result in Section 4. 
Notation. We will work over the field of complex numbers. Cohomology is with 
coefficients in C, unless stated otherwise. We will say that a general (respec- 
tively very general) point of a variety X has property P if the set of points x E X 
that do not satisfy this property is contained in a Zariski closed proper subset 
(respectively is contained in a countable union of proper analytic subsets). 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE JACOBI RING 
We show how to obtain a description of the variable cohomology of smooth 
complete intersections in projective space, following the work of Terasoma, 
Konno and Dimca. 
Let X = V(fo, . . ,fr) c P” be a smooth complete intersection of dimension 
d = n - r - 1 > 3 and multidegree (do,. , d,), where di 2 2 for i = 0,. . . , r. 
Let us assume for the moment that r > 0, i.e. X is not a hypersurface. The 
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(r + I)-tuple (fo,. . . represents a section of vector bundle = 
Op(do) . . . @ Op(d,). Let P = P(E) be the projective bundle whose fiber over 
a point x E P” is the projective space of hyperplanes in E,. Using the results in 
[Cox] one can associate to the smooth and compact toric variety P its ‘homo- 
geneous coordinate ring’ S = C[ x0,. . ,x,, ~0,. . , yr]. This ring carries a nat- 
ural grading by elements of Pic(P(E)) = Pic(P”) x Z e 2’. The variables x; 
have bidegree (0,l) for i = 0,. . . , n and the variables yj have bidegree (1, -dj) 
for j = 0, . , r. Set 
F(x, Y) = Yofo(X) + . . + Yrf,(X). 
In this way one associates to X the divisor Y c P defined by F(x, y) E Si,o. 
Remark 2.1. The presence of a bigrading on S is a consequence of the con- 
struction of P(E) as a geometric quotient U/G, where U = C”+‘\(O) x 
C’+‘\(O) is an open subset of Q=n+r+2 and G = @* x C* acts on U by 
(fl, f2) . (x0,. . . Ix,, yo, . . . 1 Yr) = (t2x0,. . . , t2xn, t? -%lyo,. , t2y%,y,). 
Good references for this construction are [Cox], [Bat] and [Bat-Cox]. 
Lemma 2.2. Y is a very ample divisor on P if and only if di > 0 for all i = 0, . r. 
Proof. Note that F(x, y) E S 1,s represents the global section of the tautological 
line bundle <E = 0p( 1) which corresponds to (fo, . , fr) under the canonical 
isomorphism H’(P, &) 2 H’(P”, E). It is readily verified that [E is very am- 
ple if and only if the line bundles C?p(di) are very ample for all i = 0,. . , r, cf. 
[B-S, (3.2.3)]. q 
Remark 2.3. To prove the above lemma from a toric point of view one picks a 
suitable divisor D of bidegree (1,O) and shows that the support function $D of 
the corresponding line bundle O(D) is strictly upper convex if and only if all the 
degrees di are positive. 
Lemma 2.4. X is non-singular W Y is non-singular. 
Proof. Since aF/ayi =f;:(x) and aF/dxi = CiEo yj(afi/axi), a point (x, y) E Y 
is singular if and only iffo(x) = . . . =5(x) = 0 and the matrix ((afi/axi)(x)),, 
has rank at most r, i.e. if and only if x E X is singular. q 
Definition 2.5. We define the variable cohomology of X and Y as 
H,“;‘-‘(X,62) := coker(H”-‘-‘(P”,Q) + H”-‘-‘(X,Q)) 
H ;G’-‘( Y, Q) := coker(H”+‘-‘(P, Q) 4 H”+‘- ‘(Y, Q)). 
Remark 2.6. The notions of variable and primitive cohomology are strongly 
related: if I/ is a smooth projective variety and D c V’ is a smooth complete 
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intersection of ample divisors in V of dimension d one can show that H;(D) = 
i*H,d,( V) @ H&(D), where i : D + V is the inclusion. 
Letn:P--+P”betheprojectionandwriteX=x-’(X)=XxP’c Y. 
Proposition 2.7. The inclusion i : 2 -+ Y induces an isomorphism of Hodge 
structures 
i* : H,“;‘-‘(Y,C) q H&i’-‘(X,C) @ H2’(Pr,@). 
Proof. Consider the Leray spectral sequences 
E;>q = HP(P”,Rq.rr,@) ==+ HP+q(P, C) 
‘E;3q = HP(P”,Rqp,C) * Hp+q( Y, a=) 
associated to the projections x : P + 5’” and cp : Y + P”. Consider also the 
Ktinneth spectral sequence 
NE;>q = HP@, C) @ H’(P’,Q=) j HP+q(X, Q=) 
The local systems Rqx*C and Rqcp,@ can be described as follows: 
if q 5 2r, q even 
otherwise 
a:? ( ) if q < 2r, q even 
Rqq*@ = C,(-r) if q = 2r 
0 otherwise. 
All the spectral sequences degenerate at Ez. The Lefschetz hyperplane theorem 
shows that 
for (p,q) # (n - r - 1,2r) and 
so 
E;-‘- 112r 
, n-r-1,2r 
v E2 
~ ,z;-r-1,2’ 
H ::‘-I( Y, C) g coker(E~-r-‘~2’ + g;n-r-1’2r) 
n-r-1,2r s+ coker(E, ,, n-r-1,2r -+ E2 1 
z H&i’-‘(X, a=) @ Hzr(V, a=). 
For details, see [Ko] or [Tel. 0 
The description of the variable cohomology of Ystrongly resembles the de- 
scription of the primitive cohomology of a hypersurface in P”. Most of the re- 
sults are similar to those in [Dill, [Do] and [CGGH] and we will omit their 
proofs. 
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The Euler vector fields 
et = &y.d 
izo ’ a_Yi 
and 
e2 = k x. d - 6 di yi d 
i=O ’ 8% i=O $Yi 
generate the action of G = @* x @* on U = Q=“+‘\(O) x Cr”\{O}. The orbits 
of this action are the fibers of YT : U -+ P(E). 
Definition 2.8. (i) For a monomial f = xp . . x,““y$’ . . . y,? we define IfIt = 
X:=0 Pi5 Iflz,~ = Cl=0 ai~ Ifl2,y = - Cr=O djPj and lflz = Iflz,x + lflz,,. 
(ii) For a differential form w = f. dx,, A . . . A dx,, A dy,, A . . A dyt, we 
set 14, = lfll +A l42,x = If12,x + i, b~I2,~ = lfh,, - Ci=, 4 and I4 = 
I4.x + bJl2.y. 
In the statement of the following lemma the differential d is written in the 
form d = d, + d,. We write Ak = H”(@n+r+2, L?[n+,+2) and denote the con- 
traction with a vector field e by i=. 
Lemma 2.9. Zfw E A i, w’ E Aj then 
(i) i,(wAw’)=i,(w)Aw’+(-l)‘wAw’ 
(ii) &,(#I = Ifll.L L(df) = lf12f 
(iii) dY(i,,w) + ie, (dYw) = JwI1w 
(iv) d,(&,w) + ie,(d~Yu) = Iw12,~w 
dY(iezw) + &,(d_+) = 1423Yw 
d(i,,w) + &(du) = Iw12w. 
Lemma 2.10. A rational k-form cp on Ugiven by 
v=& c AI,.r(x,y)dxIA&J 
> 
,I,:;;,=, 
satisfies ‘p = n*wfor a rational k-form won P(E) if and only if 
(i) cp is G-invariant, i.e. J’pI1 = IpI2 = 0. 
(ii) ie, (cp) = i,,(cp) = 0. 
Proof. One easily checks that cp = rr*w for a rational k-form w on P(E) if and 
only if ‘p and dcp are horizontal, i.e. i,(p) = i,(dp) = 0 for all vertical vector 
fields e. This is equivalent to ie, (cpj = ie, (cp) = i,, (dp) = ie, (dp) = 0 and the as- 
sertion follows from the previous lemma. 0 
From now on we will identify rational k-forms on P(E) with their pullbacks 
to u. 
Lemma 2.11. Suppose that 1c, E Ak satisfies thefollowing conditions 
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6) iel ($1 = ie2 ($1 = 0 
(ii) I$JI, # 0 andat least one of I$&_, /+12,, is nonzero. 
Then $ = ie, ie, (cp) for some cp E Ak+2. 
Proof. If [$I, = f2 # 0, 142,, = p # 0 one can write 
aPti = 4k(dX1cI) + &(ie2Q)) 
= aL,&$ = &,(4(4) 
= W&, (&@I + &(i,,$))) 
= ie,(dX(ie, (d,ti))) = -&G, (Ad,+). q 
Corollary 2.12. Zfll, E H”(P, @(qY)) then 
G = i&, b) 
F(x, Y)' 
forsome cp E Ak+2 with I’pJ1 = qand Ipl2 = 0. 
The following lemma shows how to express d$ in a similar form: 
Lemma 2.13. If 
then 
d+ = ie,ie, (Fdp - qdF A 9) Fq+’ ’ 
Lemma 2.14. 
0) 
!h E HO(P, n;+‘((q + 1) Y)) _ $ = ‘!;:‘I” 
where 0 = ie, i,, (dxo A . . . A dx,, A dye A . . . A &). 
(ii) 
where 
PXiI?Io Qi(x,y)niAdyoA...Ady,+ 2 R,(x,y)dxoA...Adx,An,, 
a=0 
fIi = dxo A . A & A . . A &, 
n,=dyoA...A~A...Ady,. 
Definition 2.15. The Jacobi ideal J(F) c S is the ideal in S generated by the 
partial derivatives dF/dxo, . . , dF/ax,,, dF/l?yo, . . . , aF/dy,. The Jacobi ring 
R is the quotient ring S/J(F). The bigrading on S induces a bigrading on R. 
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Theorem 2.16. One has a natural isomorphism 
whered = dimXandd(X) = Cl=, di -n - 1. 
Proof. We have already seen that H&J’>“(X) E HVd,;Pfr,p+r(Y). One has an 
exact sequence 
0 --t ffd-P+‘+‘,P+‘(p) + Hp+‘(.q-P+‘+‘(1*g Y)) + H&p+‘*p+‘( y) --f 0. 
Pr 
The Leray-Hirsch theorem shows that 
Hn+r(P) z @ H’(iFD”) @ Hi(F). 
i+j=n+r 
Write b,(P) = dimH’(P,C). Since n > r + 2, n + r - 2 > 2r and JJ~+~(P) = 
6,+,-2(P) = r + 1 so H,:+‘(P) = 0. Hence 
Hd-p+r>p+r(y) ” ~~+r(~npd-~+r+‘(l~g y)) 
var 
Since Y c P is an ample divisor by Lemma 2.2, we can apply the Bott vanish- 
ing theorem on P [Bat-Cox] to obtain 
H’(P,Ri(kY))=O foralli>O,k>Oandj>O 
and a spectral sequence argument shows 
HP+‘(P, Q;-p+r+ylog Y)) 
N - 
HO(P, flg+r((p + r + 1) Y)) 
H”(P, f$!+r((p + r) Y)) + dH”(P, f$+‘-‘((p + r) Y)). 
By Lemma 2.14, an element of H”(P, 6?g’r((p + r + 1) Y)) can be written in 
the form 
tip = Pk Y) Q 
FP+r+ 1 
where degn = (r + 1, -d(X)) and deg(P(x,y)) = (P,d(X)). What we have 
shown so far is that the map 
Res: &!$d(X) ---+Fdppt’HJ!~r-l(Y) 
P(x, v) - [Res(vb)l 
is surjective. If 4 E H”(P, flF+‘-‘((p + r) Y)) then 4 = (iezie, (p))/FP+’ and 
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SO 
$p = dq mod H”(Oi”((p + r) Y)) 
This shows that Res induces an isomorphism R,,d(X) g H&P+“P+‘( Y), as 
desired. q 
Remark 2.17. (i) If r = 0 then P(E) % [FD”, S = @[x0,. . ,x,, yo] and F(x, v) = 
r&(x). Clearly the ring R(F) is different from the Jacobi ring R(fo) 
of the hypersurface V(fo) c P”. The map (Y : S -+ @[x0,. . . , xn] sending 
G(xo, . . . , xn, YO) to G(xo, . . . ,x,, 1) induces an isomorphism R(F),,(,) % 
K&lfI)&-n-l between the graded pieces of these rings that both describe 
H&P,“(X). 
(ii) The toric description of P shows that the bidegree of the canonical 
bundle Kp is (-r - 1, d(X)) and Sp,d(X) F? H’(P, Kp 8 t$““). 
(iii) The description of the variable cohomology H&(X) for a complete in- 
tersection X in an arbitrary smooth and compact toric variety PC proceeds 
along the same lines. The number of Euler vector fields equals the rank of 
Pic(P(E)) = Pic(Pc) x B. 
3. SYMMETRIZER LEMMA 
In this section we prove a version of the Symmetrizer lemma which implies 
that the infinitesimal invariants associated to certain normal functions are 
zero. Consequently these normal functions are torsion sections of the fiber 
space of intermediate Jacobians. 
We keep the notation of the previous section, but from now on we consider 
the case where d = dim X = 2m - 1 is odd, i.e. n = 2m + r. In this case one has 
HZm-i(X) = H$-i(X) = Hpr 2m-‘(X). Let S c PHO(P”, E) be the open sub- 
set parametrizing smooth complete intersections and f : X + S the universal 
family. Choose a base point 0 E S such that X0 =f-‘(0) is smooth of codi- 
mension r + 1 and let Zo E Z,$,(&) b e an algebraic cycle of codimension m on 
X0 that is homologically equivalent to zero. If we choose the point 0 E S very 
general, we can spread out the cycle Za after taking a finite covering g : S’ -+ S. 
This means that in the induced family X’ = X xs S’ with projection map 
f’ : A!’ + S’ we can find a relative cycle 2 E Z,&(X’/S’) and a point to E S’ 
such that g(to) = 0 and 2, = Zo (cf. [HI). We remove the branch locus to obtain 
an &tale covering that is still denoted by g : S’ --f S. 
On S’ we have the local system Hz = R2”- ‘f,‘Z and the Hodge bundle 
x2??-1 
= Hz 8~ 0s~ which is filtered by holomorphic subbundles Fk, 0 5 k 5 
2m - 1. The Hodge bundle comes equipped with a flat connection V, the 
Gauss-Manin connection, whose flat sections are the ones of the local system 
HZ. The filtration of subbundles is shifted by V according to the Griffiths 
transversality rule VFp c Fp- ’ c3 Qg,. Let 
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3’” = 7-t2*-I/(3* + Hz) 
be the fiber space of intermediate Jacobians and let 
denote the Abel-Jacobi mapping. To the relative cycle 2 one can associate the 
normal function v E H”(S’, 3”) defined by v(t) = QX,(Z,). This normal func- 
tion has an infinitesimal invariant SV E H”(S’, ‘FI’(F,‘)), where F,’ denotes the 
complex 
3m - 3+’ @ ng, -_) 3‘M--2 @ n;, - . 
The above complex is filtered by subcomplexes F;, k > m with graded pieces 
GrP F,,!, = F,‘/F,‘, ,: 
,/yP.2m~P-l+3_IP-L2”-P@‘ng, _~PP2.2m-P+l @fp, _ ,,. 
A normal function v is called ZocaZZy constant if it has flat local liftings. Green 
introduced infinitesimal invariants Spv E H’(S’, GrP ‘H’ (F,‘)) for p > m and 
proved 
Lemma 3.1. v is locally constant w 6u = 0 _ ~3~21 = 0 forp 2 m. 
Proof. See [G2] or [G3]. q 
Corollary 3.2. Sv = 0 if’H’(GrPFG) = 0 forp 2 m. 
Since S’ -+ S is an itale covering, T = Ts/,~” “! Ts,o. The invariant 15, v(0) 
vanishes if the first cohomology group of the complex 
ffP.2m-P-1(XO) +HP-1,2”-P(XO) @ 7-V+HP-232”-P+1(Xo) @A TV_ . . 
vanishes. Dualizing the above complex we find 
H2m~P+l,P-2(~o) 8 i\ &_+~2m-P.P-‘(~O) @ T--rH2mpP-“P(&). 
Lemma 3.3. The diagram 
A2 %a @Rp-w(x) - sl,o @Rp- I.d(x) - Rp>4X) 
1 1 1 
A2 T@H 2m-P+‘>P-2(xo) - T@ffHm-P~Ppl(XO) - H2”-P- ‘?P(x,) 
is commutative. 
Proof. This is a standard consequence of the description of H2m-1 (X) by res- 
idues of differential forms. First of all, note that the identification of the tangent 
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space Ts,o with $0 is obtained by sending a polynomial G(x, _y) E $0 to the 
infinitesimal deformation of Y given by F,(x, y) = F(x, JJ) + tG(x, y), t2 = 0. 
The commutativity of the right square is established by the following basic ob- 
servation: if one writes 
P(t) 62 
“@) = (F + tG)p+’ 
then 
P(0) Go 
WatfiP,,) (t=o = -(p + r) Fp+r+l 
modulo differential forms with poles of lower order. It follows that 
V,lat Res op(,) = d/dt(Res L? P(~)) If=0 = Wdldtfip(t) It=o) 
= Res(S2pc). 
The commutativity of the left square follows in a similar way. q 
In the sequel we will use some standard multi-index notation. For a multi- 
indexZ=(io,...,i,)ofsizer+lwewrite(d,Z)=doio+...+d,i,.The(r+l)- 
tuple (0 ,..., O,l,O ,... ,O) where the number 1 occurs at position io is denoted 
by (id. 
Lemma 3.4. The multiplication map 
&,b @f&p + &+a,b+p 
is surjective if 
(i) a 2 0, CY > 0 and 
(ii) (d, I) + b 2 0 for all Z with 111 = a, (d, J) + ,8 2 0 for all J with IJI = Q. 
Proof. This immediately follows from the fact that &,b is spanned by the 
monomials y’xJ with 111 = a, IJI = (d,Z) + b. In fact, given a monomial 
x”y” with JLI = a + Q, (K( = (d, L) + b + ,f3 one can always write L = L1 U L2 
with ILlI = a, IL21 = a and K = Kl U K2 where IKlI = (d, LI) + b, lK2( = 
Cd, L2) + P. q 
Lemma 3.5 (Symmetrizer lemma). Assume that r 5 n - 3, p > 2 and let the de- 
grees do, . . . , dr be ordered in such a way that do > . . . 2 d,. Then the complex 
is exact at the middle term provided that thefollowing two conditions are satisfied: 
(*) do + .‘. +dr-l+(p-l)dr>n+2 
(**) dl +...+dr_l +pd, >n+ 1. 
To prove this, we need two more lemmas: 
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Lemma 3.6. The complex 
i SLO @ Sp-2,d(X) -% ‘%>O @‘Sp-l,d(X) A &,d(X) 
is exact at the middle term provided that r < n - 3, p 2 2 and condition (*) is 
satisfied. 
Proof. The map g is given by 
g(.YioX” A y,,X” @ jJKXL) = yioXfo @yyK+(il)XL+ll _yi,X’l 8 yK+(iO)XL+lo, 
This shows that 
yi,XI’ @ yJoxKo E yi,x” @ yJ1xK’ mod (im g) 
if JO + (io) = JI + (il), KO + lo = K1 + II and K1 - IO > 0. In fact, if these con- 
ditions are satisfied it follows that KO - Zl 2 0 and 
M=Ko+~o=K~+Z~=Zo+z,+(~o-~I) 
= lo + Z, + (K, - IO) 
so KO - Zl = K1 - IO = L, IL1 = (d, J) + d(X), J = JO - (i, ) = J1 - (io). 
Combining the two relations 
_~,~‘O @ #oxM-‘o - Yi, x 
M-L@ yJ~xL 
- yizx12 g YJzXM-I~ 
we find that 
if Jo + (io) = JZ + (i2) and if there exists an L with L < M and L - IO 2 0, 
L - 12 > 0. Here one has to choose J1 and il in the following way: take il = 
max(io, i2) and take J1 = J, if il= i,, (Y E {0,2}. Notice that (LI = (d, J1) + d(X). 
If Jo - J2 = (i2) - (io) and lo - Z2 = (ko) - (k2) (i.e. lo and Z2 also differ by 
one change of index) one can choose L with L - lo > 0, L - Z2 2 0 if IL1 > /loI 
and IL\ > 1121, i.e. if 
(d, Jl) + d(X) > max(di,, &). 
By construction this holds if (d, J) + d(X) > 0, where we set J = JI - (io) if 
il = i2 and J = J1 - (i2) if il = io. Since IJ ) = p - 2, this follows from (*). 
By transitivity one shows the existence of L if ZO and Z, differ by more than 
one change of index. So 
whenever JO + (io) = 52 + (iz), M > IO and M > I,. If 
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h C Ci,I,K,L .YiXZ @ _YKXL = 
i, I, K, L 
i I; L Ci,Z,K,L .YK+(i)XZ+L 
1, I 
then 
=c c Ci,I,K,L Y X J M=O 
(J>W (4 1, K, L) 
K+(i)=J,Z+L=M 
c Ci,Z,K,L = 0 
(i,Z,K,L) 
K+(i)=J,Z+L=M 
for all pairs (J, M), hence 
iI~Lci,I,K,LyiXZ~yKXL_=O mod(img). Cl 
>, , 
Remark 3.7. This proof is based on the proof of the Symmetrizer lemma for 
projective hypersurfaces by Green and Donagi [D-G]. One can also show this 
result, and the result of the following lemma, in a different way using Castel- 
nuovo-Mumford regularity. In that case, however, the proofs are somewhat 
more elaborate. 
Lemma 3.8. Ifr 5 n - 3, p 2 2 and the conditions (*) and (w) are satisfied, then 
the map 
$0 @ Jp- l,cqx) - Jr+(x) 
is surjective. 
Proof. Since the bidegrees of the generators of the Jacobi ideal are (1, -1) 
respectively (0, di), i = 0,. . , r, it suffices to show that in the commutative 
diagram 
si,o @ s,-,- i,qx)-b @ Ja,b 
P’ 
A &,d(X)-b @JJ,,b 
the maps p’ and Y’ are surjective if (a, b) = (1, -1) and (a, b) = (0, di), i = 
0 “> r. For (a, b) = (1, - 1) these maps are surjective if (d, J) + d(X) + 1 > 0 
for all J with IJI = p - 2. This follows from (*). 
For the remaining cases (a, b) = (0, di) it suffices to check the case (a, b) = 
(0, do). Here both maps are surjective if 
(d,J)+d(X)-do20 
for all J with IJI = p - 1. This follows from the condition (**). q 
We can now finish the proof of Lemma 3.5: 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram 
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P 
0 
1 
A2 sl,O @ Jp-2,d(X) - sl?O @ Jp- l,d(X) - -!&f(X) 
1 1 1 
A’ sl.0 @ Sp-Z,d(X) - sl.0 @ sp l.d(X) - Sp.d(xi 
1 I I 
A’ SI,O @ Rp-z,d(x) - SLO @ Rp- l,d(x) - Rp>d(x) 
1 1 I 
0 0 0 
The assertion now follows from the previous two lemmas by an easy diagram 
chase. q 
Corollary 3.9. Ifm > 2, r 5 n - 3 and (do,. . . , d,) are ordered in such a way that 
do 2 . > d,, then 6~ = 0 provided that 
(1) do + ..’ +d,-l+(m-l)d,>n+2 
(2) dl+...+d,_l+md,>n+l. 
Proof. Use Corollary 3.2, Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.5. q 
Note that (2) implies (1) in Corollary 3.9 unless do = . . = d,. 
Lemma 3.10. If the conditions (1) and (2) of Corollary 3.9 are satisjied, u has 
locally$at liftings that are unique up to HZ. 
Proof. It follows from (1) and (2) that v is locally constant. If V and V’ are two 
flat liftings of v over an open set Us c S’ we can write 
v-v’=cp+x 
where cp E H”( Uo,.FW) and X E H’(Uo, Hz). Since 0 = V(L; - fi’) = VP it suf- 
fices to show that the map 
0:3”*3‘“-‘@0$, 
is injective, or equivalently that the map 
B/3”‘+’ @a T,, --f X/3”’ 
is surjective. So it suffices to show that 
T@H 2”WW’(&) --) HZm-P- ‘4’(-&) 
is surjective for p = m, . . ,2m - 1. This in turn follows from the surjectivity of 
sl.0 @ sp- l,d(X) - Sp,d(x) 
and this holds provided that 
d 0 + . . + d, + di, + . . + dl, _ , - n - 1 > 0 
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forallmIp<2m-1andall(p-l)-tuples(i~,...,i,_~)withO~i~~~..~ 
ip _ 1 5 r. This follows from condition (1). q 
We now show that if the conditions (1) and (2) of Corollary 3.9 are satisfied, 
the normal function v is torsion. This is done using a monodromy argument, 
which is taken from [V3]. 
Lemma 3.11. Ifu hasflat local liftings that are unique up to HZ, v E H’(S’, 3) is 
a torsion section of J. 
Proof. Let V be a flat local lifting of v in an open neighbourhood of to E S’. We 
have to show that zT(to) E H 2m-1(X~, Q). To this end we take a loop y : [0, l] + 
S’ based at to and cover it by simply connected open sets U, such that v has a 
flat lifting ucr on U,. Since v, - zq = X,p for some Xcvo E r( U, n Up, HZ), we 
can modify vp by X,p to obtain v, = up on U, n Up. In this way we find a new 
flat lifting Y’ of v in y( 1). Let p : q (S’, to) + Aut H2”- ‘(X0, C) be the mono- 
dromy representation. By definition we have 
P(Y)(qto)) - fi(to) = fi’(to) - fi(to) 
and by assumption this element belongs to H2m-1(X~,Z). The proof will be 
finished by the following 
Lemma 3.12. If v E H 2”-1(X~, C) and p(y)(q) - v E H2”- ’ (10, Z) for ally E 
~1 (S’, to) then 77 E H2”-1(X~, Q). 
Proof. We can view X0 as a hyperplane section of a smooth complete inter- 
section YO c pn+ ’ of dimension 2m and multidegree (do,, . . ,d,). Write 
L = Or( 1). The linear system IL1 corresponds to a projective linear subspace of 
PH”(P”,E). Let A, c IL( be the discriminant locus and write SL = ILI\AL. 
It is known that A, c IL/ is an irreducible hypersurface, cf. [B-S]. Choose a 
Lefschetz pencil e c IL1 of hyperplane sections of YO with 0 E e and denote the 
discriminant locus in PH’(P”,E) by AE. It is clear that A, = AE II IL1 and 
hencefZnAE=tnAL={ti,. . . , tk} is a finite set of points. The fundamental 
group of SL n 4! = P'\{tl, . . . , tk} has standard generators Ti winding once 
around ti. Let 6i E H2”-1(X~,Z) be the vanishing cocycle associated to “/i. 
Since g*q (S’, to) c vq (S, 0) has finite index, N say, one has rev = g,yi for i = 
1 ,..‘, k. According to the Picard-Lefschetz formula the action of ri via the 
monodromy representation is given by 
P(+i) (7) = n f N(r114) & 
SO P(^li)(77)-77=fN(77,si)siEH2”-l(Xo,Z) for i=l,...,k and hence 
(n,bi) l Q!fori= l,..., k.Thepairing 
(>) :H 2”-1(Xo,Q) x H2m-1(X0,Q) + Q 
is non-degenerate over Q and induces an isomorphism 
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H2”-‘(Xa,Q) li Hom(H2”-‘(&,Q),Q) 
sending an element QI E H 2m-1(X~, Q) to (a, -). It is known that the 
vanishing cocycles 61,. ,6k generate H*“-‘(X0, a). So (77, X) E Q for all 
X E H2m-1(X~, Q) and hence n E H ‘“-‘(X&). 0 
4. MAIN RESULT 
We formulate and prove our main result, which extends the aforementioned 
theorem of Green-Voisin to the case of complete intersections in projective 
space. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X = V(do,. . . ,d,) c P’2m-tr be a very general complete inter- 
section of odd dimension 2m - 1 and multidegree (do, . , dr) where do 2 2 dr 
anddi>2fori=O,... , r. If m > 2, the image of the Abel- Jacobi map 
cPx : Z;,,(X) ----+ J”(X) 
is contained in the torsion points of Jm(X), unless we are in one of the following 
cases: 
(i) r = 0, X = V(3), V(4) or V(5) c P4, X = V(3) c P6, X = V(3) c P*. 
(ii) r=l,X=V(d,2)~P*“+~,d>2,m>2. 
(iii) r = 1, m = 2, X = V(3,3) c [FD’. 
(iv) r = 2, X = V(d,2,2) c P2mf2, d > 2, m 2 2. 
(v) r = 3, X = V/(2,2,2,2) c P2m+3, m > 2. 
Proof. We have seen that for a very general complete intersection X0 = 
Vf0,. . A) any cycle ZO E zgm(X 0 can be spread out after taking an Ctale ) 
cover S’ + S of the parameter space. On S’ one can then define a normal 
function v and by Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.11 it suffices to show that condi- 
tions (1) and (2) of Corollary 3.9 are satisfied. Notice that this will certainly be 
the case if 
(m+r-l)dr>2m+r+2=2(m+r-1)+4-r 
i.e. if 
d,>2+ 4-r 
m+r-1’ 
For r = 0 this condition reads 
dy2+-4-. 
m-l 
This is the result for hypersurfaces of odd degree in projective space obtained 
by Green and Voisin. The only exceptions are the ones listed in (i), see [G2]. 
Notice that for quadric hypersurfaces of odd dimension the result is clearly 
true, since the intermediate Jacobian vanishes. 
For r > 1, m 2 2 we have (4 - r)/(m + r - 1) 5 2, so we are done if d, > 4 
and it remains to check the cases d, = 2 and d, = 3. 
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Case 1. d, = 2 
The conditions now read 
(1) do+...+d,-l+2m-2>2m+r+2 e do+...+d,_l >r+4 
(2) dl + ... +d,-l+2m 2 2m+r+ 1 _ d, +..++d,_l >r+ 1. 
Since di 2 2 for i = 0,. . . , I, (1) is always satisfied if r 2 4, whereas (2) is always 
satisfied if I > 3. We check the cases r = 1, r = 2 and r = 3 separately: 
* r = 1. If (do, dl) = (d, 2) the condition (1) is satisfied if d 2 5, but (2) is never 
satisfied. 
* r = 2. The conditions read 
(1) do + dl > 6 
(2) dl 2 3. 
For (do, dl, dz) = (d, 2,2), d > 2 the condition (2) is never satisfied. If dl > 3 
(1) and (2) are satisfied. 
*r=3. 
(1) do + Q + d2 L 7 
(2) dl + d2 L 4. 
We see that (2) is satisfied, whereas (1) is satisfied unless (do,dl, d2, d3) = 
(2,2,2,2). 
Case 2. d, = 3 
(1) do+... +d,_l+3m-3>2m+r+2 
(2) Q + ... +d,_l+3m>2m+r+l. 
In this case di 2 d, = 3 for i = 0, . . . , r so (1) is satisfied if m + 2r 2 5 and (2) is 
satisfied if m + 2r 2 4. Hence (1) and (2) are satisfied if m 2 2 and r 2 2. The 
only remaining case is m = 2, r = 1: here the conditions are 
(1) do + dl > 7 
(2) 2d, 2 6. 
Both conditions are satisfied unless (do, dl) = (3,3). 0 
Remark 4.2. Let us look at the exceptional cases (i)-(v) in more detail: 
(i) I’(3) and I’(4) in P4 are Fano threefolds containing a positive-dimen- 
sional family F of lines and the Abel-Jacobi map 
Alb(F) ----f J2(X) 
is surjective in both cases (cf. [Ty], [C-G] and [B-M]). The cubic fivefold 
V(3) c P6 contains a family F of 2-planes and in [Co] it was shown that 
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Alb(F) 2i J3(X). For a very general quintic threefold X = V(5) c P4 it is 
known that the image of the Abel-Jacobi map is non-torsion, see [Gr] and 
[C-C]. Indeed it is not even finitely generated, as was shown in [Cl, [V2]. Also 
for a very general cubic sevenfold X = V(3) c P8 the image of the Abel-Jacobi 
map is not finitely generated, see [A-C]. 
(ii) This case is covered by a result which is essentially due to N. Katz (cf. 
[D-K, Expose XVIII] and [Z]): 
Theorem. Let Y be a smooth projective variety of even dimension 2m, L a very 
ample line bundle on Yand suppose that X E IL1 smooth. If Z E Z$,( Y) is a 
primitive cycle satisfying [Z] # 0 in H”‘,“‘(Y) and H& ‘(X) # 0 then the nor- 
malfunction uz associated to Z is non-torsion. 
The above result is deduced by showing that the cohomological invariant 
8vz is non-zero. By a similar method one can show the non-vanishing of the 
infinitesimal invariant Svz, see [Must]. 
To show that for a smooth hypersurface section X = Y n V(d) of an even- 
dimensional quadric Y the image of @x is non-torsion, it now suffices to exhibit 
primitive m-cycles on Y that are not homologically equivalent to zero (notice 
that in this case X has nontrivial vanishing cohomology, cf. [D-K, Expose XI]). 
This is of course well-known: take Z = Z1 - Z, to be the difference of two 
m-planes belonging to the different rulings of Y. 
(iii) For a very general intersection of two cubits X = V(3,3) c P5 the 
image of @X is not finitely generated [Ba-Must]. 
(iv) This can be handled in the same way as (ii). If Y = v/(2,2) c P2m+2 it is 
known that Y contains exactly qrn+’ m-planes and H$“( Y, Z) is generated by 
differences of these m-planes. This result is due to Reid [RI, see also [Mer]. 
(v) For m = 2 it is known that for very general X the image of @X is non- 
torsion. This follows from a result of Bardelli [B] and one can handle the cases 
where m > 2 by a generalization of his techniques. Details will appear elsewhere. 
Remark 4.3. The cases (ii) and (iv) mentioned above are the only cases where 
the technique of Katz produces non-torsion normal functions in view of the 
cohomological Noether-Lefschetz theorem [D-K, Expose XIX]. In the case of 
Calabi -Yau complete intersections and the cubic sevenfold (which can in some 
sense be interpreted as the ‘mirror’ of a rigid Calabi-Yau threefold, see [A-C]) 
one uses a similar technique, based on Mark Green’s lemma (cf. [Kim], [V3]), 
which produces a countable union of ‘good’ components of the Noether- 
Lefschetz locus whose union is dense in the parameter space. For details, see 
[V2] and [Ba-Must]. 
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